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Introduction 
It is the purpose of this paper to study on the algebraic level some properties of an 
interesting class of objects which have recently been of great interest in physics - 
namely Zz graded differential manifolds. At this stage there is still lacking a theory of 
graded geometric structures on graded manifolds, such as which would seem to 
provide the backbone to any type of geometric unified field theory. Indeed, the 
models used in physics seem beset with internal contradictions of a mathematical 
nature. However, many problems have been clearly elucidated by Kostant [lo] in his 
recent study of graded symplectic geometry. Kostant points out that in replacing the 
usual algebra C”(U) by a graded commutative algebra A(U), one cannot treat 
A(U) as a C”( U)-module. Hence, it makes no sense to evaluate a member of A(U) 
at a point of U. This has important consequences; for example, the algebra of graded 
derivations Der A( U) is not the set of cross sections of the graded tangent bundle. 
Indeed, if one wishes to construct “graded G-structures” in which the full graded 
transformations appear, it seems necessary to relinquish the idea of working with 
some sort of graded G-bundle and work on the sheaf level. 
It is not our intention in this work to construct this geometry on graded manifolds. 
This will be done in a forthcoming publication. Here our approach is to take full 
advantage of the fact that many differential geometric notions have completely 
algebraic counterparts. In particular given a graded vector space V or better its dual 
V* and the bigraded symmetric algebra S( V*) over V*, we can study the graded Lie 
algebra Der S( V*) of derivations of S( V*) and its graded Lie subalgebras. If we 
identify V c Der S( V*) as a subspace, then a graded Lie algebra containing V is flat, 
i.e. [V, V] = 0. Deviations from flatness can then be studied through the introduction 
of certain cohomology groups [6,14] - Spencer cohomology. The first possible 
obstruction to flatness is the torsion lying in Hom( V A V, V) and the second is, 
loosely speaking, the curvature lying in Hom( V A V, g), where g c V x V* is the 
linear isotropy algebra. 
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Our approach here follows that of Guillemin and Sternberg [6] for ordinary 
differential geometry (see also [13]). In Section 1 we discuss the graded Lie algebra 
Der S( V*) and extend the concept of prolongations to graded Lie algebras. In the 
second section we define the Spencer cohomology for graded Lie algebras and prove 
the formal Poincare lemma for Der S( V*). In Section 3 various formal models of 
graded differential geometry are discussed. In particular, a main result of this paper is 
the proof on a formal algebraic level of the graded analogue of the Levi-Civita 
theorem that for graded (pseudo) Riemannian structures there is a unique torsion 
free connection (Graded Riemannian structures have recently been suggested as 
models for unified field theories [12]). We also prove again (the formal algebraic 
version) that for graded conformal structures there is a torsionfree connection. 
Furthermore, we discuss some of the other models common in the physics of 
super-gravity. These models seem less natural from a geometrical point of view. For 
example, both the so-called graded PoincarC and super-conformal algebras [3-151 
are nonflat to begin with. They have a constant torsion. Our methods show how to 
obtain these from deformations of flat algebras. Finally, we briefly discuss graded 
almost Hamiltonian structures and for Hamiltonian structures the graded Lie 
algebra of graded infinitesimal canonical transformations. 
We find it amusing that the two main ingredients of this paper, graded Lie algebras 
and Spencer cohomology, have a common origin, namely the theory of deformation 
of structures. Both appear in Spencer’s fundamental paper [5], graded Lie algebras 
as derivation algebras of vector-valued differential forms and Spencer cohomology 
as the cohomology of geometric structures involving ordinary Lie algebras. 
1. Derivation algebras and prolongations 
Let V = VO+ VI be a graded (&) vector space over a field F of characteristic 0. 
Unless stated otherwise graded will mean 22 graded while bigraded will mean Z, + Z 
graded. For homogeneous elements u E Vi, i = 1,2, we denote the degree of u by 
[VI = i. For graded vector spaces, graded algebras, etc. there are two kinds of 
morphisms: those which preserve the grading and those which do not. The former 
will be distinguished by saying a morphism of graded vector spaces, etc. while the 
latter will be called a graded morphism. Now consider the tensor algebra Y( V) over a 
graded vector space V. .Y( V) has a natural Z OZ, grading. Consider V CO V and the 
twisting morphism [ 1 l] t : V 0 V -, V 0 V defined by 
t(u @ u) = (-1)‘“““‘V 0 u (1.1) 
for the homogeneous elements u, o E V. (Hereafter, whenever we write IuI in a 
formula it will be assumed that u is homogeneous). We denote by JJs the ideal in 
.Y( V) generated by all elements of the form u 0 u - t(u 0 u) and by $,, the ideal 
generated by u 0 u + r(u 0 u). We define the graded symmetric algebra S(V) and 
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the graded exterior algebra A(V) by 
S(V) = nv)/& 
A ( V) = .T’( V)/4,. 
(1.2a) 
(1.2b) 
Multiplication in S(V) will be denoted by juxtaposition while that in A(V) by A. 
S(V) is a graded commutative algebra, i.e. if 4: S(V) 0 S(V) + S( V) denotes the 
multiplication map d(u 0 u) = UU, then c5 = 4 0 r. It is clear that both S(V) and A(V) 
are bigraded with grading Z,@Z. This allows us to write S(V), for example, as the 
infinite direct sum 
S(V)=F+ V+S*(V)+- * * (1.3) 
where Sk(V) denotes the /cth graded symmetric tensor product. Equation (1.3) 
identifies S(V) with the graded algebra of graded polynomials over V. We will also 
be interested in the infinite direct product nk Sk(V) = s^( V), where So(V) = F. s^( V) 
is just the graded algebra of graded formal power series over V. Similar constructions 
can be made for A(V). In the graded case A(V) is infinite dimensional. 
Recall [8,1 l] that a graded Lie algebra g is a graded vector space g = go + g1 
together with a multiplication 4: g x g + g defined by 4(x, y) = [x, y] such that the 
following hold: 
(i) [x9 Yl E g~x~+I~ 
(ii) [x, y] = -(-l)“““[y, x], (1.4) 
(iii) (-l)““*‘[[x, y], .z]+ (-l)‘y”x’[[y, 2 1, x]+ (-l)““y’[[z, x], y] = 0. 
The last equation is, of course, the graded Jacobi identity. It can be seen that the 
space End V of graded endomorphisms of V can be given a natural graded Lie 
algebra structure. If V is endowed with a graded bilinear operation, then we can 
consider the graded vector space Der V of graded derivations of V satisfying 
D(w) =D(u)u +(-l)‘D”“‘uD(v) (I.9 
for U, u E V and IDI denotes the degree of D E Der V. Note that D 0 V c Viul+l~l, and 
Der V is a graded Lie subalgebra of End V. 
We will now discuss in some detail the graded Lie algebras Der S( V*) and 
Der S( V*). There is a natural identification Der S( V*) = V 0 S( V*). Let (y”), p = 
1 . . , n + m be a basis for V* = V$ + VT with II = dim V,*, m = dim VT : Define 
d’ 1 fi,cL= ,a.., n +m to be those graded derivations of S( V*) which satisfy 
D, (y ‘) = S: (Kronecker delta). Clearly, D, E V 0 F = V and moreover, (D,) is the 
basis of V dual to (y”). Thus ID,] = ly’l w ic we abbreviate as 1~1. Furthermore, h’ h 
from the pairing between S( V*) and S(V), D, is graded commutative i.e. D, 0 D, = 
(-l)“““Dy 0 D,. Clearly, any member X E Der S( V*) = V 0 S( V*) can be written 
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as (dropping the 0) 
n+f?l 
X= c X”(Y)QL (1.6) 
p=l 
with X” E S( V*). 
We will say that X E Der S( V*) is .&homogeneous if X“ E S( V*) and D, E V are 
both homogeneous. 
We use i,j,k,... for members Di of V,, i,i...=l,..., n and a,6,c ,... for 
membersD,of V1,a,b ,... =n+l,..., n + m. Thus the &-homogeneous members 
of Der S( V*) have the form 
f X’(y)Di or “y X”(y)D, 
i=l a==n+l 
for X’,X”&homogeneous in S(V*). Finally we see that the degree of X is 
IX]= IX”] + ID,/. 
Proposition 1.1. The bracket 
[x Y]= 1 [X~(D,Y’)-(-i)IXiIYiYfi(~wX~)]Dy 
fi.y 
(1.7a) 
defines on Der S(V*) the structure of a graded Lie algebra. Moreover there is an 
additional Zgrading on Der S( V*) obtained by considering the subspace V @ Sk( V*) 
and 
[V 0 S”( v*), v 0 S’( v*)]c v 0 sk+l-l. (1.7b) 
Proof. Using the graded commutativity of D, shows that [X, Y] in (1.7a) is 
equivalent to 
xY-(-1)‘“““Yx=[x, Y] 
and a standard computation shows that this product turns an associative algebra into 
a graded Lie algebra. To see (1.7b), let X” cSk(V*) and Y”E S’(V*), then 
X’(D,Y’) and Y”(D,X’) are both in S’+‘-r (V*). Moreover, the Zz grading of 
[X, Y] is just IX/+ ) YI, so (1.7b) holds. 
We now discuss the graded algebra Der s^( V*). First, we notice that if we denote 
by Ci;:, the vector space Vi with the grading removed, then we can write 
S(V*)=S(~~)On(Q~). (1.8) 
Now S( 0: ) has a maximal ideal S”( @ ) consisting of all f E s^( l?$ ) which vanish at 
the origin 0 E pg. Denote by sk( Qg ) the kth power of S”( o;E’ ). The set {sk( PO)} 
k = -l,O,. . . , with 9-‘( p$) = s^( I%) defines a filtration on S( pz) and thus 
provides s^( I% ) with a system of neighborhoods of the origin. This defines a topology 
on .$(I%). Put .!Jk(V*) = 4k(@) @A(piT). The set {j”(V*)} is a filtration on 
S( V*) and provides S( V*) with a system of neighborhoods for a topology. The set 
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Der S( V*) is defined as the space of continuous derivations on S( V*). It can be 
identified with the set of “formal vector fields” on V, that is, whose coefficients are 
formal power series. 
The space Der S( V*) has a natural topology. Indeed, define 
~k(V)={XEDerS(V*):XfESk(V*)forallfES(V*)} 
Putting ga-‘( V) = Der s^( V*), the set {gk( V)} satisfies 
cJ-‘3cj?O3.. .zJc.px.. . . 
(1.9) 
Moreover, & 9’ ( V) = 0 and 
[gk( V), 5J’( V)]C gk”( V). (1.10) 
Thus Der S( V*) is a filtered Lie algebra and the set {gk( V)} defines a system of 
neighborhoods for a topology on Der s^( V*). Furthermore, by (1.10) the graded 
bracket operation is continuous in this topology. Denote Der S( V*) with the above 
topology by CJ( V). 
Associated with the filtered graded Lie algebra CJ( V) we have a bigraded Lie 
algebra. In fact we have 
and taking the infinite direct sum we obtain Der S( V*). However, this Z-grading is 
certainly different than that of (1.7b). Nevertheless, Der S( V*) is dense in 5J( V). 
Thus using Proposition 1.1 we have 
Proposition 1.2. With the bracket (1.7a), CJ( V) is a complete topological graded Lie 
algebra. Moreover, Der S( V*) is dense in 9(V). 
Now suppose L is a graded subalgebra of g( V) and put Lk = L n Qk( V). As above 
the set {Lk} defines a filtration on L and is a basis for the subspace topology. We 
define 
gf=Ln VOSk+‘(V*). 
Thus we must have 
rd, 93 c CL”. (1.11) 
The bigraded subalgebra gr = ET=._, gt= L nDer S(V) is dense in L. Thus all our 
bigraded Lie algebras can be completed to a topologically complete Lie algebra. 
Since gz c V 0 V* it is a graded subalgebra of L called the linear isotropy algebra. 
Moreover L is called fransitice if gi’ = V, and flat if it is transitive and [g;*, g;‘] = 0. 
Deviations from flatness will be discussed in the next section. 
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Definition 1.1. Let g c V 0 V* be a graded Lie algebra. Thefirstprolongation g”’ of 
g consists of those T E Hom( V, g) which satisfy 
T(u)u = (-l)‘“““‘T(v)u. . (1.12) 
The kth prolongation gCk’ of g is defined inductively by gCk’ = (gCk-“)(I’. If for some k, 
9 (‘) = 0, g is said to be of finite type. If g”’ f 0 for all k, g is of infinite type. 
It is clear that g’“’ is a graded vector space. The following lemma gives a convenient 
characterization of gCk’. 
Lemma 1.1. gck) is given by those T E Hom(Sk( V), g) which satisfy 
T(uI,. . . , Uk)V = (-1) 
~lul+luil~~lu;*,l+~~~+lu~l~+lu,lIvl 
X T(ul, e e e 7 Ui-1, V, Ui+l, * * * 9 Uk)Ui 
(1.13) 
Proof. Straightforward induction using (1.12). 
Lemma 1.1 says that we can write 
9 (k)= V@Sk+‘(V*)ng@Sk(V*) (1.14) 
as in the ungraded case. However, from (1.14) alone the sign convention is not made 
clear, since in principal we could pull the ui through from the left rather than from the 
right. We also mention that T(ul, . . . , uk)v gives the coefficient of ul, . . . , ukv in the 
formal power series for an element of 9(V). 
In order to treat prolongations in a more unified manner we will define the action 
of g on V by the graded Lie bracket, i.e. for t E g and v E V we put [r, c] = t * v. Then 
T E g(l) we have 
ET, ul, VI = L’-(u), VI = T(u)v 
and more generally for T E gCk’ we have 
[* * .[T, ul], * * * Uk], . . . , V]= ?-(Ul,. . . , Uk)V. 
Then if we put g’-” = V with [g(-*), g’-“1 = 0 and g”’ = g, we have 
(1.15) 
Proposition 1.3. I defined by 
1 = f g’k’ 
k=-1 
has the structure of a bigraded Lie algebra with [gCk), g’“] c g(‘+“. Moreover for any 
graded Lie subalgebra L c 9(V) with linear isotropy algebra g”, = g”’ we have 
g:c gCk’. (1.16) 
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Proof. It is easy to check that the bracket defined above satisfies (1.4), and (1.14) and 
Proposition 1.1 guarantee the Z-grading. To see that g: c g’” we notice from (1.11) 
that if t E gi and ul, . . . , uk E V, then [[f, ui], . . . , uk] E gt = g”‘. Moreover, with the 
identification (1.15), the graded Jacobi identity guarantees (1.13); hence, f E gCk’. 
If k is the smallest integer such that gt”= gi”’ for all r 2 1, then k is called the 
geometric order of L. In [13] it was proved, for the ungraded case;that for any L this 
order is necessarily finite. This was done by dualizing and then using the Hilbert basis 
theorem. The idea of the proof being that by passing to the dual object one expresses 
things in terms of the annhilator ann gf, of gi and it is readily seen that ann gF+ 
anngL+*..+anngi+.** is an S(V) submodule of V* 0 S(V). But clearly it 
follows from (1.8) that the concept of a Noetherian module and the Hilbert basis 
theorem generalize easily to the & graded case. Thus the above submodule satisfies 
the ascending chain condition and the proof given in [13] easily generalizes to our 
case. We have 
Proposition 1.4. The geometric order is finite, i.e. there is an integer k 2 0 such that 
gi”Z g i”’ for all integers r 2 1. 
The following lemma is self evident 
Lemma 1.2. If lj c g is a graded Lie subalgebra, then h(k) c g”‘. In particular 
gp C g’“, so if go is of infinite type so is g. 
There are some important differences between the graded and ungraded prolon- 
gation theories. In the ungraded theory the prolongations are completely determined 
by the linear isotropy algebra gc VO V*. In the graded case we must specify the 
g-module V = Vo+ VI. For example, for the orthosymplectic algebras [4,8] 
osp(n, m), the graded prolongation theory depends crucially on whether the ortho- 
gonal part in osp(n, m>. acts on V. and the symplectic part on V,, or vice-versa. We 
will see later that for the former osp(n, m)(l)= 0, whereas the latter is of infinite type. 
Also in the ungraded theory, if g has an element of rank one, then g is necessarily of 
infinite type [13]. This is clearly not true in the graded case as the following simple 
counter example shows: Take V. = 0, dim VI = 1, and g = V 0 V*, then g”’ = 0 by 
(1.12). In fact, if V. = 0, then g must be of finite type by the finite dimensionality of 
A( ci). A more interesting counterexample is given by the orthosymplectic structure 
mentioned above with vanishing first prolongation. Yet if VI # 0, osp(n, m) has an 
element of rank one. 
Let us study the situation a bit more closely. Now we can decompose V 0 V* as 
VOOV~+VOOV~+V~@V~+V~@V~. Let US define gii=gnVi@VT for 
i,j=O, 1. Then 
Proposition 1.5. If g has a rank one element lying in 900 or glo, then g is of infinite 
type. 
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Proof. For 900, this reduces trivially by Lemma 1.2 to the ungraded case. On the 
other hand any rank one element in gloc VI @ V,* takes the form T @ u*, r E 
VI, u* E Vg. Thus for any k 7 0 u* - . . u*, where U* appears k + 1 times, is in gck’ 
since holding any k of the u*‘s fixed gives back a multiple of r @ u*. 
We end this section by considering a simple example. Many more examples will be 
discussed in Section 3. Let us take as the linear isotropy algebra g, the graded general 
linear algebra gl(n, m) = End V. Then as in the ungraded case, we have, clearly 
gl(n, r?t)(k) = V 0 Sk”( V*). Thus the bigraded Lie algebra g of Proposition 1.3 is 
just the bigraded Lie algebra Der S( V). Kac [8] calls this W(n, m) and if we put 
n =O, i.e. Vo= 0, we get W(m) one of the finite Cartan series found by Kac. Here, 
W(m) is obtained from a graded prolongation of an ordinary Lie algebra. The graded 
Lie algebra W(n, m) can be thought of as the graded analogue of the Lie algebra of 
the pseudogroup of diffeomorphisms of R”. In the next section we will prove the 
formal Poincare lemma for W(n, m). 
2. Graded Spencer cohomology 
In the previous section everything that was said pertained to flat structures, i.e. 
[V, V] = 0. Deviations from flatness can be studied in a purely algebraic fashion by 
introducing certain cohomology groups. For a motivation of the considerations to be 
given here we refer the reader to the literature [6, 131 where the ungraded case is 
fully treated. 
Let go,. . . , gk, . . . be a sequence of &graded vector spaces satisfying (1.16). We 
define the Zl-graded vector spaces 
ck+l.’ = gk @ A’( v*). (2.1) 
Notice that there are two additional Z gradings, so that (2.1) is actually trigraded 
with grading Z2 + Z + Z. Consider the graded morphism of graded vector spaces 
a : Ckil*l -P C’.‘+’ defined by 
ash,..., U[+l) =x (~l)i+‘u~‘~‘u~*~‘+~~~+‘u~+~‘~[S(~~, . . . , ii, . . . IA/+*)* Ui] 
(2.2) 
where u^i means that element is missing. It is easy to check that d is well defined. 
Moreover 
Lemma 2.1. a 0 a = 0. 
Proof. The computation is standard, but we must keep track of the minus signs. 
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We have 
a o -&(ur, . . . , ul) = 1 (_~)i+luil~lu,,,l+~~~+l~,l~ x (_ )i+l~,l~ly+,l+~~-l~il+~~~+lu~l~ 
I j 
x[[S(U, * e m 9 f!2jy. *e 9 ii,. . * , U), Uj], Ui]. 
There are two terms with i < i and i <j. Pick out these terms and call them (Y, p with 
a <p, and denote for convenience S(ui, . . . , uk) with u, and up missing by 2. The 
above equation reduces to 
(-1) o+B-1(_~)lu~l~lu,+,l+~..+Iurl~(_~)lu~l~lu~+*l+~~~+lu,l~[[~, up], u ] 
+(_~)P+Q(_~)IU~I~lU~+,I+~~~+I~,l~(_~)lu,l~lu,+~l+~~~+l~pl+~~~+l~,l~[[~, u,], up], 
But this can be seen to be proportional to 
C-1) ‘“‘I”#, U,], Up] + (-l)‘U~‘IU~‘[[U& S], U,] 
which vanishes by the graded Jacobi identity. 
Thus we have a differential complex 
d 0 ~ ck+l.O 5 ck.1 > ck-1.2 ~. . . . 
(2.3) 
Definition 2.1. The cohomology Hk*‘(gO,. . . gk, . . .) of the complex (2.3) at Ckqr is 
called the graded Spencer cohomology. 
When no confusion should arise we will abbreviate Hkq’(go, . . . , g’, . . .) by Hk”(g) 
or simply Hk*‘. It should be mentioned that elements of Hk*’ are not arbitrary, but 
must satisfy the graded Jacobi identity. 
In the ungraded case it is known [13, 141 that all Hk*’ vanish for k great enough. 
This was proved in [13] by considering the dual Koszul complex. At first sight it 
appears that the proof given there will not work in the Z2 graded case. However, a 
slight modification gives 
Theorem 2.1. For k large enough Hk”(g) = 0 for all 1. 
Proof. Defining &+I as the dual to gk, we have the exact sequence 
O+anngk-, V*OS(V)+Ek+l+O 
and thus Ek+l is a Z2 + Z graded S(V) module. If ( , ) denotes the pairing between 
VOSk(V*)OA’(V*) and V*OS’(V)OA’(V) we define 6:Ek@A”‘(V)+ 
Ek+, @ A’(V) as the adjoint map of 8, that is, 
(S, S(m 0 u1 A * . . rl VI)) = (as, m 0 u1 A * * . A u,) 
m E Ek, Ui E V, SE g’ 0 A’( V*), and we use the convention 
(S,m@U~A***AU~)=(-1) ‘m”‘vl’+“‘+‘vl”(S(u~, . . . , vi), m). 
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A straightforward computation shows that 
6(m 0 ur A * . . h ul) =c (_l)i+l~,l(lo,+ll+~~~+lu~l)mui 0 u, A . . . A ci A . . . A u,e 
The homology groups associated with S are the Zz graded Koszul homology groups. 
As in [13] to prove the theorem, since E is finitely generated, it suffices to show that 
for every cycle s of S and every u E V, su is a boundary. Now any cycle s can be 
written as 
s= I U i,...iP 0 Xi, A ’ ’ ’ A Xi, 
il....&>1 
+ x bi,...i,OX~AXi,A”.AXi,_, 
il....i,_lal 
where the x’s are homogeneous elements of V and 
c (_l)~+~~i,l(l~i~+,I+~~~+l~ipl)ai,...i,_,xi, @ xi1 /j . . 
i*....i,>l 
Consider 
t= 1 Ui,...i, 0 X1 A Xi, A * ’ * A Xip 
il....i,>l 
+ C bi,...i,_,OX*AXlAXi,A”‘AXi,_,. 
il,....i,*l 
Notice that if XI is even then the second term vanishes and the proof reduces to that 
given in [13]. Computing St and using the above we get 
-& = c (_l)‘~l’(~~il’+~~~+~~i~~~i,...i~l @ xil * . . . /\ ,y,, 
il....,i,>l 
-i,,,,,m~_,al (~l)‘x~~~~xi~‘c~~~c~xi~~~~~b~,...~,_~~~ 0x1 A Xi, A * . * A Xi _, =SXl. q 
Let US look at (2.3) a little closer when the geometric order is k, i.e. 9k = Q’~‘; we 
have the sequence 
0 + Q(‘+‘)+ Q”’ @ V* 4, Q’~-” @ A*( V*) + (2.4) 
Choose S E Q’~’ 0 V* to be a cocycle, i.e. aS = 0, then from (2.2) 
0 = as(ul, u2) = S(U~)U~-(-~)~“~~~“~~~(U~)U, 
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which is precisely g(‘+*) by Definition 1.1. So the sequence (2.4) is exact at the first 
two entrees. When the geometric order is not k, (2.3) is not exact at the second entre 
since g’+’ # gck+‘). In fact we see that Theorem 2.1 for I= 1 gives precisely Prop- 
osition 1.4. The third entry is the most important and neither sequence (2.3) nor (2.4) 
is necessarily exact there. For certain bigraded Lie algebras 1, (2.4) is exact at all 
entrees. In particular, consider g(O)= gl(n, m), then g’k’ = V 0 Sk”( V*) and we 
obtain the formal graded version of the formal Poincare lemma for the “graded 
pseudogroup of graded diffeomorphisms” of V: 
Proposition 2.1. The sequence 
. 9 ---, vosk+l(V*)@,‘-‘(v*)~ v@sk(V*)@A’(v*) 
-2 vosk-1(V*)0,1+l(V*)3.. . 
isexactfork+l>O, whereSk(V*)=Ak(V*)=Ofork<O. 
Proof. We have a standard argument. Introduce the homotopy operator h: Ct.‘+ 
C k+‘*‘-l defined by 
hS(uj,, . . . , uj,-1) = 1 (-l) 
i+luil(lui~l+~~~+lu. I) * 
‘I+1 (UC S)(Uj,y * e. 9 Ui * * . Ujl_l) 
for SE V 0 Sk( V*) 0 A’( V*). It is not difficult to see that ah -ha = I where I is the 
identity operator on V 0 S(V) 0 A(V). Thus if S is a cocycle, then S = J(hS), and 
the cohomology is trivial. 
The following proposition is extremely useful in applications 
Proposition 2.2. For any bigraded Lie algebra gL satisfying (1.16), Hkv’(g, . . . gk, . . .) 
is a g-module. 
Proof. There is a natural representation p(a) of a E g on Ck.’ given by 
dab 0 Ph * . . , u,)=[a, rJOp(a * Ul,. . . , a * U[) 
for decomposable elements, which extends linearly to all of C”‘. It is now easy 
to check that p(a) is a cochain map, i.e. pa=@, and thus projects to the 
quotient H”‘. 
Consider now (2.4) for k = 0. We have the simple but useful 
Lemma 2.2. 
where n = dim V. and m = dim VI. 
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Proof. For k = 0 (2.4) reads 
O+g(‘)+g@ v*+ v@nZ(V*)+O 
and this is exact at the second entry. The result then follows from the vector space 
isomorphism 
nZ(V*)~n2(~~,+S2(~~)+ ti& Q, 
which gives dim A*( V*) = $[(n + m)* + m - n]. 
3. Formal algebraic models 
In all of this section we will take F= R. 
3.1. Graded Riemannian structure 
For a graded vector space V, we define an indefinite graded metric G to be a 
nondegenerate lement G E [S*( @ ) + A’(i’T )] c S’( V*). Notice that an indefinite 
graded metric necessitates that the dimension of VI be even; thus we put dim VI = 
2m. Moreover, suppose that G restricted to S*( Qoi,, has signature (p, q), p +q = n, 
then we say that G has signature (p, q). If q = 0 G is called positive definite. Then any 
indefinite graded metric G E S*(V) of signature (p, q) can be brought to the form 
G = Go+ Gi, G,,E S*( @), G1 E A*( cl) where Go is diagonal with signature (p, q) 
and 
We have Gi = 1 and G: = -1. Let us, for convenience, call Gi = ( * , * )ip then the 
orthosymplectic graded Lie algebra osp(p, q; 2m) is the set of all A E gl(n, 2m) 
which satisfies 
(Au , V)i+/A/ + (-l)‘A’i(U AU)i = 0 9 
for i E Z2. We now prove 
(3.1) 
Lemma 3.1. osp(p, q; 2m)“‘= 0 
Proof. Let T E osp(p, q; 2m)‘” and U, E V, CK = 1,2,3. In order that (T(ui)u*, U& 
f 0 we must have 
i = Id (3.2a) 
ITi=bd+b21+bd (3.2b) 
which implies the relation 
IT(KJI=Iu~~+~u,I (3.2~) 
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for (Y, p, y = 1,2,3 and all unequal. Then save for the graded factors and the 
subsequent use of (3.2) the following computations is standard [13]: 
and hence T = 0. 
= -(-1) IwJJw’(W, T(U)U)i+lT(u) =-(T(U)C, H’)i+lT(u)/ 
We will now study some of the cohomologies for the sequence (2.4) when 
9 (O’= osp(p, 4; 2m). In general when k = 0, the cohomology H*.‘(g) is the torsion. 
We now prove the formal version of the first fundamental theorem of graded 
orthosymplectic geometry. 
Theorem 3.1. Let g = osp(p, q; 2m), then 
a:90 v*+ vOn*(v*) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. By the exactness of (2.4) at the second entry and by Lemma 3.1, a 
is a monomorphism. But it follows easily from Lemma 2.2 that H’,*(g) =O. 
This can be seen more directly from the vector space isomorphisms [8] 
osp(e, 4; 2m)0= A*(Qo)+S*(QI), osp(p, 4; 24 1== ~oOoI andA’(V)=A*(~rJ+ 
S2( 9,) + Co@ Pi. 
This theorem when tied to the geometry of graded manifolds will say that for 
orthosymplectic (graded Riemannian) geometry, there is a unique torsionfree 
connection. That there is no torsion follows from H’.‘(g) = 0 and the uniqueness 
from the injectiveness of a. 
Now consider (2.4) for k = 1. Since g”’ = 0 we have the sequence 
o--tgoA*(v*)~ v@A3(v*)‘o (3.3) 
An element of R E H’**(g) satisfies aR = 0 and the coboundaries are trivial. R is the 
formal graded Riemannian curvature and aR = 0 is the first Bianchi identity. The 
proof of the following theorem will appear elsewhere. (Second Fundamental 
theorem.) 
Theorem 3.2. The structure is fiat if and only if H’.*(g) = 0 
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The algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms I is just the graded Lie algebra 
1= VOosp(p, 9; 2m). 
3.2. Other graded generalizations of a Riemannian structure 
Any graded Lie algebra which preserves the bilinear form ( a, . j. over V0 can be 
considered as a graded generalization of a Riemannian structure. In particular 
osp(p, 4; 2m)0 =o(p, q)@sp(m), where sp(m) is the symplectic algebra, preserves 
both ( +, -). and (9, . )1 but allows no mixing. Putting g =osp(p, 4; 2m)o we have 
trivially from Lemma 1.2 that g’” = 0, so a : g 0 V* --, V 0 A’( V*) is a monomor- 
phism. It is not however, surjective. In fact we have 
Proposition 3.1. For g = o(p, q) +sp(m), 
dim H”‘(g) = 2nm[n + 2m]. 
This theory has torsion. There are two torsionfree limits of (3.4); namely m = 0, 
the ordinary situation; and n = 0 symplectic structures on the degree one part VI. As 
our proposition shows this theory bears a closer resemblance to ordinary Rieman- 
nian structures than to ordinary symplectic structures [5]. 
Now let us consider p = 1, 4 = 3 and m = 2. Using the Lie algebra isomorphism 
sp(2) = 0(3,2), one finds an o(3, 1) subalgebra of sp(2). Thus we have a subalgebra 
h = o(3, 1) c g which acts nontrivially on both VO and VI [ 15 1. Using Lemma 2.2 we 
compute dim H’*‘(g) = 208. In particular, the nontlat but transitive “super-Poincare 
structure” [3] can be obtained as a particular case with constant orsion. The point is 
that this graded Lie algebra can be obtained from a deformation of the flat graded Lie 
algebra V + $. It should be mentioned that although the dimension of HoV2 is quite 
high, the graded Jacobi identity will reduce this considerably in the transitive case. It 
would be interesting to have a classification of all deformations (with constant 
torsion) of the flat algebra. 
3.3. Graded conformal structures 
Consider the indefinite graded metric, ( -, . ), of section A and the graded Lie 
algebra cosp(p, 4; 2m) defined by all A E gl(n; 2m) which satisfy 
(AK, U)i+iAl+ (-l)i’A’(u, Au)~ = A(u, u)i (3.4) 
for A E R. In fact, one has cosp( p, 4 ; 2m) = osp( p, 4; 2m) + R. Putting n > 2 we find 
just as in the ungraded case [lo, 11,171 
Lemma 3.2. cosp(p, 4; 2rn)(l)- Vu, cosp(p, 4; 2m)‘2’=0. 
Following now a similar argument as the proof of Theorem 3.1 we arrive at 
Proposition 3.3. For g = cosp(p, 4; 2m), H”.2(g) = 0. 
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However, since g”‘# 0, the map a: g 0 V* --, V 0 A*( V*), is not one to one, i.e. 
there are several torsionfree connections. 
Now consider the next order structure. We have from (2.4) the sequence 
o+g% V*+gOA*(V*)~ v@nf(V*)+O. (3.5) 
It is not difficult to see that this sequence is exact at the last entry. Given an 
R ~g @A*( V*) the graded conformal curvature satisfies the cocycle condition 
aR = 0. If the structure is flat the infinitesimal automorphisms are V+ 
cosp(p, 4; 2m) + V*, the graded conformal algebra. We will study these structures 
in more detail in the future. This will give the graded analogue of the type of 
unified conformal theory studied in [7]. The case (gl = 0) c g’” with geometric order 
two is the graded analogue of the Weyl unified theory. 
A similar discussion along the lines of that leading to the “super-Poincare algebra” 
in section B gives the nonflat transitive “super-conformal algebra” [3]. 
3.4. Graded Hamiltonian structures 
Consider a nondegenerate lement J E A*( 0: ) + S*( QT ) c A*( V*). Any such J 
can be brought to the form J = Jo + J, with 
Jo=(+-/+) 
and J1 is diagonal with signature (p, 4). Thus J is just G of section A with V. and VI 
interchanged. If we set J; = ( *, * )i then the graded Lie algebra osp(2m ; p, q) satisfies 
(3.1), where we have interchanged the order (p, q; 2m) to indicate that now the 
symplectic part acts on V. and the orthogonal part on VI. Thus we have the vector 
space isomorphisms 
osp(2m;p,q)=S2(V*)==S2(V~)+A2(V~)+VO0 VI. 
Now(*, * )i induces a natural isomorphism V = V* and from (1.14) one easily finds, 
as in the ungraded case, 
Lemma 3.3. osp(2m ; p, q)‘k’=Sk+2( V*). 
Thus this structure is of infinite type. Again an easy computation using Lemma 2.2 
and 3.3 gives 
Proposition 3.4. For g = osp(2m ; p, q), we have 
dimH”“(g)=$m(2m-l)(m-l)+$(n+l)(n+2)+mn(2m+n). 
The case n = 0 is, of course, the ordinary situation. Here m = 1 (n = 0) is special 
since sp( 1) = sl(2) and this is integrable. The case m = 0 is just orthogonal geometry 
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over a Grassman algebra. It has first order obstructions and behaves more like 
ordinary symplectic geometry. In fact in the general case (m, n # 0) the vanishing of 
Ho*’ corresponds precisely to the condition of the existence of the closed 2-form 
discussed by Kostant [lo]. This is the flat or Hamiltonian structure and its graded Lie 
algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms 
I= ,3, s”+*( v*) (3.6) 
is just the algebra of graded infinitesimal canonical transformations. Equation (3.6) 
gives one of the simple infinite graded Lie algebras found by Kac [8]. The case m = 0 
gives the corresponding simple finite dimensional graded Lie algebra of the Cartan 
series [8]. 
Needless to say many other graded geometries can be discussed. For example, 
graded almost complex structures, graded projective structures, graded volume 
structures, graded almost foliated structures, graded contact structures, etc. Each of 
these has associated with it a certain bigraded Lie algebra. 
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